


 

3.5 Market research by LT and Tram Operations Ltd (TOL) identified Seeing Machines 
and PCG as having products which generally provide the required functional 
solution. The products can be installed within a very short timescale, allowing 
immediate realisation of associated safety benefits while the longer term and more 
detailed vigilance/ tram control exercise is scoped, designed and installed. 

3.6 The PCG device has been developed specifically in response to LT’s needs, while 
the Seeing Machine device is an established product already deployed across 
FirstGroup bus fleets, and elsewhere globally. 

4 Evaluation 

Functional Compliance 

4.1 A comparison of functional compliance between the Seeing Machine and PCG 
products demonstrates that despite general compliance by both products, both are 
non-compliant in certain areas. 

4.2 However, areas where Seeing Machine is non-compliant see them provide an 
alternative solution that actually exceeds the specification requirement, whereas 
PCG non-compliances are in contravention of the specification. 

This is important in two critical areas; 

4.3 The Specification requires any vigilance device to connect to defined tram controls 
non-intrusively. 

5.1.1 T he P C G  device does  connect to defined tram controls  in B ombardier 
trams , but P C G  are unable to provide a non intrus ive s olution for installation 
on S tadler trams. 

5.1.2 T he S eeing Machine device does  not connect to the defined tram controls , 
but this  is  because the product has  no need to do so. T his  solution is  
preferred as  it reduces  ins tallation risk and allows  the device to be fitted 
unobtrus ively to both types  of tram. 

4.4 The Specification requires any vigilance device to provide an alert to the driver at 
regular intervals. 

5.1.3 T he P C G  device conforms  to the specification and provides  vigilance 
prompts  at regular intervals . 

5.1.4 T he S eeing Machine device does  not do this ; rather it constantly monitors  
driver behaviour and applies  vigilance prompts  as  and when required. T his  
solution is  preferable as  it provides  constant fatigue management as  well as  
vigilance prompts , contributing to a higher level of safety management. 
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Seeing Machine/Guardian Support 
Services (SafeGuard Centre) 

Monthly Fee 

 

 

Included 
Seeing Machine/Guardian Licensing and 
Software updates 

Monthly Fee 

Total for 1 Year      

Total for 2 Years     

Total for 3 Years     

Total for 4 Years     

6.3 Warranty is offered at 13 periods under both capital and leasing options. 

7 Assurance 
7.1 The PCG device is a prototype. As “first in class” it has no established industry 

credentials for any aspect of its design, manufacture or operation. 
7.2 Seeing Machine have tens of thousands of units operating successfully globally 

with various case studies to support this though no rail based applications 
7.3 PCG have provided little in the way of product assurance as their device has been 

developed with LT help. 
7.4 Although PCG fully intend to develop EMC, design compliance and manufacturing 

compliance evidence, they have yet to do so. 
7.5 Seeing Machines have supplied full product assurance information. 
7.6 Internal Project Assurance will be undertaken by the Project Assurance Team to 

the satisfaction of the  Sandilands Governance Manager in line with the Pathway 
project assurance process. 

7.7 Technical Assurance will be undertaken by the Project Assurance Team in 
satisfaction of LT-IMS-ENG-106 Assurance of New and Altered LT Assets 

8 Installation Risk 
8.1 Other than provision of a power supply, the Seeing Machine device has no system 

interface with either type of tram, relying on infrared scanning of the driver’s facial 
features for its operational inputs. 

8.2 In compliance with the LT Technical Specification, PCG have strived to minimise 
installation risk and have achieved this on Bombardier trams. 

8.3 However, they cannot achieve the same level of mitigation on a Stadler tram as 
intrusive connections are required, necessitating the disconnection and 
reconnection of operational tram circuits. Although these intrusive connections 
would be performed under controlled conditions, intrusive connections contravene 
the LT scope which prohibits them due to the increased risk of error or reliability 
impact they may impose. 

8.4 Due to the nature of its design, the PCG device carries higher interface risk than 
the Seeing Machine device. 
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Appendix 1: Authority Approval Signatures Sheet 
Signature Date 

This section should be edited according to the approval 
being sought with each submission. 

Rory O’Neill 

Director, London Trams _______________ __________ 

Gareth Powell 

Director of TfL Strategy and Contracted Services _______________ __________ 

Distributed to 

Project Controls Finance Team SAP entry 
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Appendix 2: Technical Specification – Supplier Compliance 
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Appendix 3: Operational Risk Register – Supplier Compliance 
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